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Abstract. An effective way of protecting development workings by
integrated rock wall structures is considered. The necessity of improving
this method and its experimental verification is substantiated. Integrated
rock wall structures are experimentally tested under laboratory conditions.
On the basis of the results of physical modeling, parameters of integrated
structures have been specified in terms of impact factors; their yield
strength is also specified. The condition for ensuring the stability of the
integrated protective structure, which allows calculating appropriate rock
wall width, is determined.

1 Introduction
Under conditions of coal seam mining by underground method, the question of maintaining
the stability of mining operations is becoming rather relevant, since it effects mineral
extraction schedule and mine safety [1 – 4]. A lot of studies abroad and in Ukraine are
devoted to this issue. In particular, theoretical and practical results of research on the
stability of rock contour of workings are given in terms of impact factors. In most cases,
they are based on mine field observations [5 – 10, 17], physical modeling [10 – 14],
numerical methods [5, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19], etc.
New ways of protecting workings are being designed and existing ones are being
improved by means of well-known research methods. For example, methods of physical
modeling and numerical methods are widely used to study stress-strain state of an array
around mine workings and to substantiate technological parameters [5, 10 – 12, 16, 19, 20].
Mine observations are mostly used to obtain raw data for designing and testing the
technologies under study [6 – 8, 17, 20].
Currently, more and more studies are being devoted to the development of effective
resource-saving means of protecting development workings, which are built behind the
longwall face on the line between the working and the mind-out space. Most widespread
protective methods do not produce the desired results because they have a limited scope of
use, and their yielding is high. Besides, they are rather costly to implement. For example,
workings protection by means of ordinary rock is not always effective because it has a high
degree of shrinkage. On the other hand, these technologies have the following advantages:
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firstly, rock is left in the mine; secondly, natural materials are used for the construction.
This allows reducing the cost of protective means and transportation costs. Along with this,
miners’ wages increases because of considerable labour intensity. Therefore, in order to
ensure the effectiveness of the protective means by using ordinary rocks, it is necessary to
eliminate these shortcomings. This is possible when the necessary amount of rock is
reduced in structures due to the use of restraining elements. Therefore, the issue of
improving the traditional means of protecting workings and developing new ones is
relevant and can be solved by means of proven methods and techniques.

2 Reference to scientific and practical results
The traditional way of protection by means of ordinary rock is constructing a rock wall
along the working on the border with the mined-out space. In this case mining rock or
special deading rock is used. But this is the least efficient technology, because its
implementation requires a large amount of rock and significant labor costs. In addition, it
has the yield strength of 40 to 65%, which negatively affects the state of the working.
Currently, the Department of Mineral Deposits in Donetsk National Technical
University of Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine is working on developing and
improving the means of protection. In most cases, these are effective and low-cost
technologies based on the use of ordinary rocks and restraining elements. These include the
integrated protective structures, which means that two bag walls filled with fine-friction
rock are laid out behind the longwall face on the line between the working and the mind-out
space, and ordinary rock of any fraction is placed in the cavity between them (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Technological scheme of lining the final part of the longwall face and erecting the integrated
protective rock structure [22].

According to the results of previous laboratory and analytical studies the parameters of
this technology have been determined [21, 22]. But a small number of parameters which
varied in a limited range have been considered in laboratory models. Besides, theoretical
calculations also need practical confirmation. That is, it would be advisable to carry out a
research phase to improve this technology and prove the adequacy of theoretical results in
practice.
Thus, the purpose of the research is to justify the parameters of an integrated protective
rock structure on the basis of the results of physical modeling.
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3 Determining the parameters of integrated protective structures
In order to achieve this aim, the research phase was based on laboratory testing of rock
constructions, which were models of the suggested protective means and had different
linear parameters. That is, if we take as a ground the fact that the minimum required width
of the rock wall should be equal to 8 seam height, but not less than 5 m [23], the minimum
required conditions for maintaining the operational state of workings will be provided.
Therefore, additional measures to improve the protective means will not be required.
However, if it is necessary to reduce the structure yielding strength or the rock volume,
provided that the state of the working is maintained or improved, the use of such restraining
surfaces as bag walls is recommended.
Previously, it was found out that walls should contain two bags in a row laid
perpendicular to each other along the height of the protective structure [21], but by
changing the rock width between these walls, it is possible to change their bearing capacity
and yielding strength, as well as affect the stability of the working. The rock wall width can
be calculated by the equation [22]:
φ

tg 2  45 −  h
σy
2

,
(1)
х=
ln
2f
Рb
where h is height of the structure, m; σy is stress over the protective structure caused by the
weight of the rocks held by the structure, MPa; f is coefficient of rock friction within the
structure against the material of its shell; ϕ is angle of internal friction of rocks, degrees;
Рb is stress occurring when ordinary rocks contact the bag wall, MPa.
The integrated structure involves erection of walls made of bags and rock packs, but
from the equation (1) it follows that at σy = Рb the rock pack is not required, and this
construction will be similar to the method of protecting by rock walls [21, 24]. In the case
when σy > Рb , it will be insufficient to make use of rock pack only, so it is necessary to fill
space between them with ordinary rocks, i.e. to construct a rock wall. The width of the rock
pack may be from several tens of centimeters to several meters, depending on the impact
factors.
To determine the reaction of the bag wall Pb, we will present a calculation scheme for
the redistribution of forces along the width of the protective structure (Fig. 2). It is evident
that under the action of forces, there occur extrusion forces caused by rock weight forces σy
in the rock pack toward the walls, while Pb forces withstand them. In turn, Pb forces are
caused by the friction force of the bags between themselves against the rocks of the hanging
layer and the ground because of the force action σy and the weight of the bags. Thus, σy
affects both rock structure destroying and its holding.

Fig. 2. The scheme of force distribution along the width of the integrated protective structure.

The Pb can be determined experimentally by studying the separated rock bag walls
using structural models (Fig. 3). For this purpose, cotton bags filled with fine fraction rock
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were made in the scale of modeling M1:25, according to the similarity conditions [25]. The
length of the bags was 45 mm and the diameter was 12.5 mm. In the rows of the walls the
bags were perpendicular to each other along the required height. The width of the rock
walls was 45 mm, which equaled 1.13 m in full size. Their length was 120 mm (3.0 m in
full size), and the height depended on the number of rows of bags in the wall. It was 40
(1.0 m), 65 (1.63 m) and 90 mm (2.25 m) for 3, 5 and 7 rows respectively.
Several models of different height were made. They were tested on a hydraulic press in
turns. For this purpose, they were squeezed with a pressing force of 0.5 kN, then the bags
were pushed horizontally in different points of the wall with the help of a metal rod and a
dynamometer (Fig. 3).

σy
F

Fig. 3. Representation of the rock wall made of bags.

In each wall, when pushing the bag, the dynamometer readings were recorded at the
moment of shift in a specified location. Then the construction returned to its starting
position and measured again. Since the pushing force F is equal to the maximum reaction
of the wall Pb, it is possible to determine the relative index ψ if we know σy and F. The
index shows the portion of wall reaction in the total loading value σy, that is

ψ =

Рb

σy

.

(2)

Subsequently, with this indicator the equation (1) will be as follows:

φ

tg 2  45 −  h
2

х=−
lnψ ,
2f

(3)

which implies the condition for the stability of the construction:

φ

tg 2  45 − 
х
2

≥−
lnψ .
h
2f

(4)

Having obtained the results of numerical measurements, we were able to establish the
dependence of the indicator ψ on the height of the structure (Fig. 4), which implies that the
middle row of the construction has the minimum value, and the lowest one has the
maximum value. But if we compare graphs showing different amounts of bags along the
height, the values of the indicator ψ in the middle rows of different models are almost
identical and differ by no more than 5%. For the upper and lower rows the pattern is similar
and the deviations do not exceed 9 and 6%, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Graphs showing dependence of the relative index ψ on the rock wall height expressed by
number of bag rows.

To calculate x by the equation (3) in order to ensure the stability of the structure, it is
necessary to assume the minimum value of the index ψmin = 0.065, which is obtained for the
middle row, regardless of the number of bags in the row. Following from the equation (3)
and taking into account this index, the condition (4) will take the following form:
х
≥
h

φ

tg 2  45 − 
2

.
0.73 f

(5)

To confirm experimentally the obtained results, the following stage of structural
modeling was carried out on the scale M 1:25. 19 models were made; they differed from
each other in terms of width of the rock pack between the bag walls (Fig. 5). The bags were
made of cotton fabric and filled with quartz sand. For the narrowest model, the rock pack
width was calculated according to the equation (3) and was 1.22h, so the width of this
model was 3.5h, including the rock pack 1.3h wide. Additionally, several models
containing rock walls without bags were made (Fig. 6), as well as models made of rock
walls 1.1h and 2.2h wide (where h is the initial height of the model) (Fig. 7).
Rock with the same fraction composition was placed in the rock packs. The constructions
presupposed installing wooden racks, laying bags and burying the rock (Fig. 8).
a

b
192,25 mm

39,33 mm

171,80 mm

39,07 mm

37,79 мм

38,63 mm

249,28 mm

114,12 mm

200,03 мм
250,83 mm

c

39,51 мм

39,78 мм

140,67 мм

141,64 мм

Fig. 5. Representation of the models of integrated structures made of bag walls and rock pack (a, b,
c – rock pack width, respectively, 4.3h, 2.8h and 1.3h).
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Fig. 6. Representation of a rock pack model.

h

39.16 mm

39.16 mm

b
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a

Fig. 7. Representation of rock wall models 1.1h (а) and 2.2h (b) wide.

Fig. 8. Representation of the models before and after testing.

After the models were prepared, their testing was carried out. For this purpose, by
means of the hydraulic press П-50, the models were squeezed in turns and their linear
parameters were fixed with the electronic caliper gauge INTERTOOL MT-3006.
Photographic evidence was also taken with Canon PowerShot A710 digital camera. Press
load was measured by means of the integrated universal measuring system SI-9v2
“Universal” displaying values of the current load and its application speed. Several
photographs of the modeling stages are shown in Figure 9.
While the models were tested, there were some changes in the linear parameters of the
structures. In particular, all of them, depending on the load, decreased in height; in models
without walls, the rock pack partially extended and its width increased; in wall models the
bags were compacted and there were some holed bags.
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Fig. 9. Representation of the final modeling stage.

The limit load value was calculated by the formula [26]:
gm = g f

γ m lm
,
γ f lf

(6)

where gf is rock pressure value in field; (γm/γf) is the ratio of bulk weight of field materials
and the model; (lm/lf) is the geometric simulation scale, i.e. at γm/γf = 1 and lm/lf = 0.04 –
gm = 0.04gf. Thus, at depth of 1000 m, assuming that the working contour stress can exceed
2 times the stress in virgin ground [22], the gm should be 2 MPa, and taking into account the
bearing surface area, the load intensity should be 180 kN. Therefore, the boundary load was
200 kN.
Having measured shrinkage of structures in models, we determined their relative
yielding strength depending on the load intensity (Fig. 10). Generally, the models yielding
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at maximum load reached 52%, depending on the particular design, and this value
corresponded to the rock wall 1.1h wide. Widening the rock wall twofold to 2.2h ensured
the yielding of 36%, which was almost equal to the rock pack yielding (38%). It was
concluded that the use of rock legs only is not effective enough.
Testing of integrated structures made of rock pack and bag walls showed that in models
of different width the value of yielding was almost the same and at maximum load it was
26%, which is almost 40% less than when protected by rock pack and a rock wall 2.2h
wide. That is, it wasn’t reasonable to increase the rock pack width by more than 1.3h. Thus,
for the simulated conditions, the width of the integrated construction was 3.5h, including
the rock pack 1.3h wide, which corresponds to the analytical results of the study and
confirms the correctness of the previously obtained dependence of the rock pack width in
the integrated structure on impact factors. But the equation (3) presupposes the condition of
preserving the equilibrium state of running ground in the rock pack, that is, at the estimated
width of 1.3h there should not have been any roof subsidence, and, in our case, it is
equivalent to 0.26h. This is explained by the fact that at the first stage of the loading in the
rock pack there is no bearing core and the structure intensively changes its shape. At the
second stage, when the construction yielding is exhausted, it works when there is the core
in the rock pack. The justification of the mechanism for forming the core in the
construction requires further research. In general, the obtained results allowed us to clarify
the parameters of the integrated protective structure and confirmed the adequacy of the
analytical dependence of the rock pack width in this structure on the impact factors.
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Fig. 10. Graphs showing dependence of protective structures shrinkage amount on load intensity
under various construction parameters.

4 Conclusions
The conducted research made it possible to draw the following conclusions:
– the correlation of the rock wall reaction to its total load value is established;
– the condition for ensuring the stability of the integrated protective structure is
substantiated;
– the dependence of the amount of protective structures shrinkage on the load intensity
under various parameters of structures (rock pack, rock walls and integrated structures) is
determined;
– it was established that there is yielding value of 26% in the integrated protective
structure made of rock walls and rock pack between them;
– the analytical dependence of the rock pack width in the integrated protective structure
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on impact factors is specified, by means of which it is possible to determine the minimum
required rock pack width for effective maintenance of top rock;
– it is established that exceeding the minimum required rock pack width in the
integrated structure is not appropriate.
The authors are grateful to the staff of the Department of Geotechnologies and Labor Protection of the
Industrial Institute of Donetsk National Technical University for the assistance in conducting
laboratory research.
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